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Grown

Nova POV:

“Ki we’re going to go do patrol” I tell her as I feel her excitement to get out and run

flow through me.

“Get to see mate” she says happily to me as I smile at her reaction.

“You will” I giggle, “patrol first though yes.”

“With mate” she says back.

“With mate” I confirm laughing to myself before Jax looks at me questioningly.

“Ki is very excited to run with Zeus, despite it being border patrol” I explain to him as

he smiles broadly.

“Zeus is the same” he chuckles to me. Glancing at a clock on the wall he continues,” we should head down there now to be fair.

They can spend a few minutes together

waiting for the rest of the patrol.”

“Perfect” I smile to him as we both excuse ourselves from the dining hall and jog outside. “That went well” I comment to Jax

motioning to inside where the pack is

gathered.

“It did, it will help that we have been extremely productive today getting things ready” he says. “Let’s shift Zeus is giving me a

headache with all his pacing.”

Laughing at him I quickly slip out of my clothes and begin my shift into Kia’s form before grunting and stumbling as pain flashes

through us before she forces our shift

onto all fours.

“f**k” I grunt to her. “What’s happening?” I gasp to her as we collapse to the floor panting. Looking over at Zeus, panic flashes

through me as I see him also slumped to

the floor.

“Jax, Zeus?!” I quickly link him as Kia doesn’t answer me.

“Nova what the f**k” he moans to me clearly still feeling the painful effects of shifting. As Zeus stag gers to his feet I gasp loudly

as Kia looks at her mate in awe.
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“Zeus is bigger..a lot bigger” I say to Jax as Zeus large feet slowly plod around Ki. Nudging his nose into her side urging her to

her feet he offers his side as support while she shakily stands.

“So is Ki..” I hear Jax say impressed as our wolves stand side by side as equals.

Hearing footsteps approach they both swing around to see a very shocked Theo and

Florence stood gaping.

“Ki?” Theo whispers before turning to Zeus, “Alpha?” As both wolves lower their heads in greeting the twins take In their size with

open jaws before bowing in

respect.

Walking forwards Ki steps between the twins lowering her nose into their sides.

wanting to be greeted. “Larger but wanting just as much loving” Flo giggles into her

ear as they both happily hug her neck.

“How big are they?” I link the twins curiously as Kia stands to her full height looking

down at them.

“Easily 12ft” Theo says back impressed. Ki turns to meet Zeus golden eyes and purrs

happily as he licks his face. “Absolutely massive” Theo laughs in shock.

“Yeah that shift f*****g hurt” I hear Jax link us as Theo tries to hold back his laughter

at his alphas grumbling.

Seeing the twins quickly getting ready to shift Ki and Zeus have a little play together. chasing one another and enjoying relaxing

for a few moments. As the other patrol members arrive together they stand in shock watching our two wolves before. snapping

out of it and shifting ready to follow our lead.

Once there are 10 shifted wolves in total Zeus lifts his head to the sky and howls. loudly signally the start of the patrol before

bounding off with Ki by his side. “We need to control our pace so everyone sticks together” I hear Jax link us as Ki makes sure to

hold back on running at full speed.

Spending the next 45 minutes patrolling the perimeter I feel Ki relax being in the presence of her mate and running freely. With

nothing suspicious the wolves relax and as they reach the tree line near the pack house we all quickly shift back and get dressed

before walking beginning to walk to entrance.
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Seeing Anton, the warrior who spoke during the meeting, I walk to his side. “I just wanted to say thank you for your words earlier

Anton. It was comforting to hear your all be accepting of my father and my situation, I apologise for not speaking about it

sooner.”

Looking at him he appears shocked at me for approaching him before he relaxes and smiles. “Luna” he says bowing. “We would

have said it sooner but it wasn’t our place, but you can rest assured that we will follow you through anything. You are our rightful

Luna and together you and the Alpha will lead us, you have our full support.”

“Thank you” I murmur appreciatively.

“Can I ask, both of your wolves seem to have grown..considerably. Is that a new

thing?” He asks with a nervous chuckle.

“You don’t need to worry about asking me questions Anton, im happy to answer them

I assure him as he relaxes once again at my words. “But yes, we just shifted then and it blo ody hurt” I say with a dramatic

grimace making him chuckle.

“Even had me floored” Jax comments as he comes to walk beside us.

“Alpha” Anton says respectfully bowing his head at Jax.

“Well there will be no missing you both in this coming battle” Anton chuckles after a few seconds. “Good luck to who we face is

all I can say.”

“We will address the enemy further at training tomorrow, I know we didn’t mention it in the meeting but i didn’t want to give you all

too much to think about in one go” Jax

explains.

“Whenever you think is best alpha, we will train just as hard whatever we are facing ” Anton says with an understanding smile.

“Thank you for taking the time to talk to me

Luna.”

“Anytime Anton” I say softly before I feel Jaxs arms wrap around my waist and drag me back into his chest.

“Everyb*dy is heading home” he whisper in my ear, “I want some time with my mate too you know.”

“Is that your way of saying can we go to the bedroom please?” I murmur whilst pushing my bum back into him making him groan

slightly as he hardens behind me.
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“Yes” he growls nipping at my neck making me giggle. “We have a lot going on, but I

always need you.”

“Is there anything else we need to do tonight?” I ask him seriously before we move.

“No, tomorrow is a busy day I’ve told everyone to get some rest so they’re fresh faced and ready to go in the morning” he

answers as he starts to pull me inside. “Florence and Andrew are on first shift checking in with patrols and the look outs, then

Theo and Alice are taking over at 3am. They’ll be based in the office.”

“Ok..” I whisper before a smile slowly stretches across my face. “My Alpha has

thought of everything it seems.”

“I have” he grins before he quickly lifts me off of my feet and starts carrying me

upstairs. “I’ve got some energy to work off” he whispers in my ear as he k*sses my

mark making me shiver.

“Get me to bed” I whisper back tracing his chest as I feel heat pool below at the thought of spending time with my mate.

Taking a deep breath in his eyes turn dark as they focus on mine. “Mine” he growls

before running to our room door.
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